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Bundaleer: Western Wall 

Change History 
 

date who changes 

30jun2014 ST Document created from master. 

15jul14 ST Added missing route descriptions for Bundaleer from Baxter guide. 

5aug14 ST Cleaned up Tower Hill from Baxter guide. 

23nov2015 ST Reformatted as A5 

8may2016 ST Edited throughout.  Some rearranging.  Added routes from Monteith2015 

although these had already been noted at the end.  Needs a major site 

visit to clean up. 

4oct16 ST One minor edit after reference to Rock2000 (93?) update. 

11oct16 ST Completed review of Rock updates 

25oct16 ST Reformatted as portrait 

13nov16 ST Edited Bundaleer after site visit. 

13may17 ST Major edits after site visit 

15jun17 ST Misc edits 

3oct17 ST Added Point 630 from rockscans 

15nov17 ST Clean up edits, relocated Western Wall, Point 630 (duplicated) and Stony 

Peak from Western sector.  Reordered. 

20nov17 ST Cleaned up Bundaleer north end after site visit. 

24jan18 ST Edits.  Added captions. Added DBB for Annie’s Mistake. 

1feb18 ST More edits, repositioned pictures for print. 

19apr18 ST Misc edits. 

13may18 ST Note made about fixed piton in Blimp.  Replaced topos with links to pic-

tures in place of embedded pics. 

19jul18 ST Converted to new template 

30oct18 ST Added note(s) from James Mc. 

10mar19 ST General review and edits 

12mar19 ST Updated styles to latest template.  Misc edits.  Fixed some pic positions. 

16mar19 ST edits 

18mar19 ST Further edits. 

15apr19 ST Edits throughout. 

9may19 ST Updated page margins. 

26may19 ST Added area map and noted possible coordinates of BundleThere, Pt 630. 

30may19 ST Updated some pics to be linked not embedded and adjusted pagination. 

Added map of Stony Peak for exploration purposes. 

7jun19 ST Updated Lower Cliff of Bundaleer after site visit. 

7-8mar20 ST Many updates – removed linked photos, repaginated, updated topos. 

16-20mar20 ST Updated after site visits to Tower Hill, Point 630. 

28-29mar20 ST Updated again after visit to Point 630. 

30mar20 ST Updated after Bundaleer site visit 

2-3apr20 ST Updated after Stony Peak visits. 

6apr20 ST Noted 2 additional routes at Bundaleer. 

11apr20 ST Renamed sectors; updated links 

3may20 ST Renumbered routes at Bundaleer and resized some pics. 

20may20 ST Added some notes from old email/google docs reference. Fixed page 

breaks 
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Bundaleer Valley Sector  

28may20 ST Added meaning of Hygarfefoapp!  Minor map updates.  Fixed wrong ref-

erences to Little Ripper at Stony Peak. 

29may20 ST Updated banners to banner style 

6jul20 ST Updated captions to 50% transparent. 

9jul20 ST Updated to new margins and footers. 

17jul20 ST Updated caption styles. 

19jul20 ST Tweaked pagination; added 2mm to bottom of some pics. 

20jul20 ST Noticed new margins not applied to all sections; fixed. 

20sep20 ST Minor edits and tweaked pagination.  Set intro page footers.  Fixed num-

bering in ostler topo. 
29sep20 ST Minor edits.  Tweaked first topo in Western Wall to improve line wrap. 

25oct20 ST Updated Calectasia Walls. 

8nov20 ST Updated after recent site visits. 

9nov20 ST Reworked pagination, esp. Tower Hill. 
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Bundaleer: Western Wall 

Bundaleer Valley  
The next escarpment west of Mount Rosea is tra-

ditionally well-known as the home of Bundaleer, 

which has been covered as part of ‘select’ guides.  

However there are several more rarely-visited but 

worthwhile cliffs along the same escarpment. 

The usual approach is via Stony Creek Road.  

From Halls Gap turn left onto the Mt Victory Road 

and drive 5.0km to Silverband Rd and turn left.  

Follow this 3.0km to the Mt Rosea car park and 

turn right onto Stony Creek Road (dirt).  Follow 

this for 2.3km to the junction of the Rosea Track 

which is the reference point for the crags in this 

sector.  Along the way you pass the Stony Creek 

campsite (1.9km) as well as other sites. 

 The alternative is to continue up the Mt 

Victory Rd another 3.2km past Silverband Rd then 

turn left on the Victoria Valley Rd.  After 280m 

turn left onto Stony Creek Rd and follow it for 

3.7km to the junction with Rosea Track. 
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Bundaleer Valley Sector  

Western Wall 

      rating 
 

 15 minutes 20-35 minutes north very good tbc   

Western Wall is a col-

lection of buttresses 

that face north along an 

escarpment just north 

of the popular Bun-

daleer.  The original 

Baxter writeup: “most 

of it is juggy and of no 

interest to climbers” 

still holds true for a 

large number of the 

pinnacles that are to be 

found here, but in be-

tween them, a handful 

of outcrops offer good 

climbing on generally 

sound rock. There are 

three areas with estab-

lished climbs, listed 

here in order they are 

approached (east to 

west). 

 Follow directions 

in the introduction to 

this sector to the junc-

tion of Rosea Track and 

Stony Creek Road. Turn 

left (as if approaching 

Bundaleer) and then 

park by the side of the 

road about 100m south 

of the intersection. 

 Access can be tedi-

ous due to thick scrub, 

but try this: head west 

into the bush (at 90 degrees from the road).  After 

about 100m this will rise steeply but follow this 

bearing, scrambling up over boulders (and with 

some spikey wattle for good measure), heading 

for S37.18006 E142.47876 if you have a GPS, then 

(after about 160m) emerging onto a higher flatter 

area of relatively open terrain with a distinctive 

arch/cave at the far (west) side. 

From the arch, sidle right along the contour and 

you should find the Near West buttress (see topo) 

at S37.18049 E142.47729. 

To reach the Mid West buttress from here, keep 

following the contour line west for another 200m 

to S37.18012 E142.47505 (a large cairn is a land-

mark along the way). 

To reach the Far West buttress from here, follow 

the cliff line down to its right end, cross and/or 

bash down the gully for 50m and then you gain 

open terrain which leads downhill to a large fallen 

block, another 150m west. 

Walking time 20 minutes (Near West) to 35 

minutes (Far West). 
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Bundaleer Valley: Western Wall 

Near West Buttress 
There are two buttresses here, left and right.  The 

left one is capped by an overhang near the top. 

1. *Dogs Outside The Eternal City 15m 18 

Excellent short climb. Looks harder than it is. Thin 

seam at L end of L buttress is entered from L, then 

followed. Step R at its top and finish up V-line 

above. Chris Baxter, Tim Burke 1.12.91 

2. *The Kingdom Of Nothingness 16m 19 

Steep and a little pumpy. Climb attractive undercut 

seam 4m R of Dogs Outside The Eternal City, finishing 

up that climb. Chris Baxter, Tim Burke 1.12.91 

3. A Close Thing  17m 14 

Middle line on L buttress; 2m R of The Kingdom Of 

Nothingness. Scar at half-height indicates where a 

large flake pulled off as leader was laybacking off it. 

Steep pocket pulling up line. L below final overhangs 

to Dogs Outside the Eternal City. Chris Baxter, David Shirra 

14.9.91  

4. A Close Thing DF  20m 17 

Exposed. Can also be a direct finish for The Kingdom 

Of Nothingness. Straight up to final overhangs. Step L 

past fixed piton runner (not verified), then back R on 

to hanging arête above it. Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton, 

Lisa Imer, Stuart Imer 8.3.92 

6. Publish Or Perish  19m 16 

Up diagonal crack on R side of L buttress to ledge. 

Up weakness in wall above, easing. Chris Baxter, Tim 

Burke 1.12.91 
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Bundaleer Valley: Western Wall 

Right-Hand Crag 

7. Misery  12m 19 

Unbalanced; bouldery start, then easy. Undercut 

blunt arête 5m R of Publish Or Perish. Cairned 1m L 

of start. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter, Lisa Imer, Stuart Imer 

8.3.92 

8. Samakand  15m 16 

Flake-roof between Misery and Distant Relation. Jer-

emy Boreham, Mike Wust 19.7.98 

9. *Sanity Break  15m 18 

Looks unprotected and desperate but is neither. 

Recommended. Roof and bulging wall just R of Sa-

makand. Jeremy Boreham, Mike Wust 19.7.98 

10. A Distant Relation  16m 15 

Distinct crack near L side of R buttress. David Shirra, 

Chris Baxter 14.9.91 

11. Days Of Wine And Roses  16m 15 

Good, varied climbing. Climb pockets 1m R of A Dis-

tant Relation, then short slab and short left-facing 

corner. Up and L to finish up ADR. David Shirra, Chris 

Baxter 14.9.91 

12. Days Of Wine And Roses DF  15m 17 

From final overhang, hand-traverse R. Pull through 

bulge, then short wall above. Kieran Loughran, Chris Bax-

ter, Sue Baxter, Meg Sleeman 09.94 

13. *The Illusion Of Power  16m 16 

Classic climb with a dramatic finish. Recommended. 

Up pocketed weakness 4m R of Days Of Wine And 

Roses. Up R in shallow corner, then overhangs. Chris 

Baxter, David Shirra 14.9.91 

Mid West Buttress 
When approaching this buttress you should first 

arrive at a 4-5m high slab/boulder sitting at a 45 

degree angle, perched 2m in front of a grey wall 

with an orange flake on the right.  This is in front 

of Left In The Lurch. 

Descent: there is a large gum tree on the terrace 

above Little Wing that provides an abseil point, 

20m to ground.  This is easily approached from all 

routes. 

The buttress with orange splashes 6m L of Left In 

The Lurch might go.  Reachy. 

The broken crack 4m L of Left In The Lurch is also 

unclimbed. 

14. Left In The Lurch DF  16m 16 

Near the top, step L to climb the clean wall.  Paula 

Toal, Steve Gretton, Steve Toal 21.10.17 

15. *Left In The Lurch  16m 14 

The subtle weakness in the middle of the grey wall. 
Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton, Stuart Imer 8.3.92 
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Bundaleer Valley: Western Wall 

16. *Black Hunter  16m 19 

Brilliant and well protected. Up wall 2m R of Left In 

The Lurch to right-curving flake. Gain the horizontal 

and exit L from top of this. Step R and climb wall di-

rect. A medium cam and small wire protect the top 

wall, and a fist-sized cam is handy as your last piece.  
Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter, Lisa Imer, Stuart Imer 8.3.92 
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Bundaleer Valley: Western Wall 

17. Cruise Control 16m 16 

Good. Crack starting in R-facing corner 2m R of 

Black Hunter. Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton, Stuart Imer 

8.3.92 

18. Little Wing 18m 20 

El steepo. Up L arête of flake-crack 2m R of Cruise 

Control. Step R at overhang and pull onto wall 

above. Straight up to finish direct over next over-

hang. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter, Lisa Imer, Stuart Imer 

8.3.92 

19. *When the West Was Fun  16m 14 

.Up R side of slabby arete 8m R of Little Wing to 

ledge.  Up wall above, R around bulge and to top. 

See picture on following page.  Nina Scott-Bohanna, 

James Scott-Bohanna 21.10.17 

20. When the West Was Won  25m 22M0 

Perhaps incomplete, but a worthwhile effort.  Down 

R of When The West Was Fun the cliff ends at an or-

ange undercut bulge.  A crack starts just R of this.  

Up the crack to stance at 8m.  Step back L onto wall 

(RP) and up steeply for 6m.  Step L around arete and 

up to top.  To descend, walk back into gully then 

head L around to abseil tree above Little Wing.  James 

Scott-Bohanna (one rest), Steve Gretton 21.10.17 

21. *Photographer’s Bluff  30m 10 

Easy fun.  Start on honeycombed rock 4m R of When 

The West Was Won. Up steeply on good holds, trend-

ing L into the corner.  Follow weakness up R, bridge 

up R side of pinnacle for a couple of moves then pull 

L onto the pinnacle.  Up to good ledge. To descend, 

traverse L (belayed) and then as for When the West 

was Won. Steve Toal, Paula Toal 21.10.17 
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Bundaleer Valley: Western Wall 

Far West Buttress 
Continue west from the Mid West as described. 

Turn left at the fallen blocks and bash your way 

into the cliffline.  Some red roofs are visible on the 

right.  

22. Show And Tell 16m 18 

Above the blocks and L of the buttress with the red 

roofs is a wall with a thin crack up its L side. Up the 

crack. Finish on ledge below easy ground. To get off, 

traverse L (belayed), then descend easily. Geoff Little, 

Chris Baxter. Sue Baxter, Maureen Gallagher 29.5.92 

23. Swamp Harrier 18m 18 

Good climbing. Climb wall 5m R 

of Show And Tell to blocks under 

overhang. Up and L over over-

hang to ledge. Chris Baxter, Sue Bax-

ter, Maureen Gallagher, Geoff Little 

29.5.92 

It looks like there are several 

‘knobbly cracks’ that could be 

pitch 2 of this next route.  Use 

the topo with caution. 

24. Bird On The Wing 35m 

17 

1) 20m Thin wall 2m R of Swamp 

Harrier. Traverse 4m L at sloping 

ledge. 2) 15m Knobbly crack 

(poor pro). Greg Aimer, Chrissy Free-

stone. 21.3.94  

There’s plenty more uncharted 

rock further west down the valley. 

 

Explorers might also consider it’s worth checking out 

a SW-facing buttress on top of the plateau about 

180m S from the above, at -37.18114, 142.47215.  If 

approaching from the E, head S up gully left of Left 

In The Lurch at -37.17996, 142.47346.  From the Far 

West Buttress area, head S up gully L of Show And 

Tell at -37.17966, 142.47210 if possible. 
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Bundaleer Valley: Stony Peak 

Stony Peak 

      rating 
 

 14 minutes 15 minutes east tbc one bar   

The east and north sides of the peak immediately 

north of Bundaleer have a number of outcrops, 

only one is of interest to climbers.  

Follow directions at the start of this sector 

to the junction of Rosea Track and Stony Creek 

Rd.  From the junction, drive 600m south towards 

Bundaleer and park beside the road.  This is on a 

relatively flatter section.  There’s a large eucalypt 

on the left, adjacent to the road, that is forked 

about 1m off the ground. The cliff can be seen on 

the hill above you.  A landmark is a grey 3-4m high 

boulder about 20m into the bush. S37.18413 

E142.48100 

 A rough track starts on the uphill side, subtly 

marked with a small cairn on a fallen tree.  If you 

can’t find this, head towards the left side of the 

landmark boulder and you should pick up the 

cairned track (about 5-7m left of the boulder).  

This goes uphill with some diversions to the right 

to avoid the steeper sections.  It’s only 160m in a 

straight line.  You should arrive at the crag at the 

base of a featured orange wall with a large right-

facing corner 20m to the left.  S37.18359 

E142.47900. 

No mobile reception at the road but is OK at the 

base of the crag. 

You could also access this from Bundaleer, but I 

can’t warrant that it will be easier.  Bush-bash 

north from the far right end (Annie’s Mistake) for 

200m. 

 There are three climbing areas and they’re 

not apparent when you first reach the crag. 

The first wall you come to is known as Gritstone 

Edge.  The major right-facing orange corner with 

the undercut chimney to start is Nipper.  This fin-

ishes on a terrace above which is roughly level 

with, and to the right of, the Top Terrace.  

Heading left from Nipper there’s a section of wall 

with no routes, then another section with the re-

maining routes at Gritstone Edge.  The cliff line 

breaks down a bit and you go around a corner, 

where there are 3 stand-alone buttresses next to 

each other (counting left-to-right).  At the right-

hand side of the 3rd buttress is a narrow steep 

mossy gully, which should have a small cairn near 

its base and one mid-way up.  This is the access 

gully to the upper terraces (S37.18448 

E142.47881). 

At the top of this gully the buttress in front of you 

is the Access Gully Cliff with 4 routes.  Head up 

and right for about 20m to reach some boulders, 

squeeze through a narrow gap and keep heading 

right (north) to reach the left edge of the Top Ter-

race.  The Snow Report is at S37.18416 

E142.47888.  There are abseil anchors at the far 

right end of this terrace, above Nipper. 

There’s also a small clean buttress 30m left of the 

access gully (S37.18461 E142.47865). 

Gritstone Edge 
There’s a 10m high, pointed boulder at the base 

of a slabby face.  This is the landmark referred to 

in the following route descriptions but I’m not 

sure where the first 2 routes actually go.  I’ve left 

the route description unchanged for now. 
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Bundaleer Valley: Stony Peak 

1. There’s a Fraction Too Much Friction  

10m 15 

Superb cracked arete 20m R of the descent route, at 

L end of outcrop.  Start just L of pointed boulder R 

of arete and move L to arete.  Stephen Hamilton, Chris 

Baxter 10.5.09 

2. Peak Experience 10m 14 

Lovely slabby face starting from pointed boulder just 

R of There’s a Fraction… Take care with the unpro-

tected start above a nasty landing. Stephen Hamilton, 

Chris Baxter 10.5.09 

3. *Nipper  15m 14 

Refer to Bearings above.  The first R-facing corner 

you come to after you reach the cliff (heading L).  

Corner, short chimney to roof @5m, with hand-crack 

and wider crack above (XL or XXL cam is handy). Fin-

ish on terrace rap anchor). David Shirra, Chris Baxter 

14.9.91 

I haven’t located the following route, although it’s 

likely to be on the north side of the gully right of 

Nipper.  Wayne’s concept of a metre was very fluid 

at times. 

4. Grate Expectations 12m 19 

There is an isolated buttress 

50m R of Peak Experience with 3 

lines, the R two being only a 

metre or less apart.  GE started 

as an attempt on the L one of 

the pair before being forced into 

the R one.  A hard start up the 

very thin crack above the cairn 

leads to good holds.  Step R and 

finish up a hand crack leading 

round to an overhang.  Wayne 

Maher, Chris Baxter 19.10.08 

Access Gully Cliff 
All these routes are on the buttress immediately 

above the access gully. The climbing is on lovely 

grey rock. 

5. *Slow Dance  22m 16 

The L line on the face.  Great care is required to 

place reliable pro. Chris Baxter, Bob Bull 30.9.08 

6. Head in the Clouds  22m 18 

More subtle line 2m R of Slow Dance.  A hard entry 

into the line, followed by sustained climbing.  Step L 

at the top to avoid the final overhang, then back R 

above it.  Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 9.5.09 

7. Pictures of Lily  22m 14 

The third line (deeper groove), 2m R of Head in the 

Clouds.  Chris Baxter, Bob Bull 30.9.08 

8. Roll-over  22m 14 

Next line to the R, 2m R of Pictures of Lily, and start-

ing from the L edge of the overhang.  Stephen Hamil-

ton, Chris Baxter 9.5.09 
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Bundaleer Valley: Stony Peak 

Top Terrace 
This is a significant little cliff with superbly fea-

tured grey rock.  From the top of the access gully, 

go across and up right, squeeze behind a boulder 

to reach the left end of the terrace below this cliff.  

(Nipper finishes at the right end of the same ter-

race.).  The first two routes face south.  topo? A 

low 2m roof starts at the arete and continues 

rightwards, providing an undercut start to The 

Crimson Trail. 

Descend via rings at the right-hand end of the ter-

race (top of Nipper). 

9. *Hobnobber  20m 18 

Lovely climbing up the uniquely featured face with 

the remarkable extrusions on the L side of the cliff, 

and 4m L of The Snow Report.  Take 5 long slings for 

the knobs.  Straight up the face to a disconcertingly 

rounded finish.  The first pro is at 5m and was placed 

from the wide crack 1m L of the bottom part of the 

route.  Chris Baxter, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 19.10.08 

10. *The Snow Report  20m 19 

Starts immediately L of the arete and the low roof. 

Up seam with increasingly rounded holds to rooflet 

marking end to major difficulties. Step R then back L 

before going straight up again. Tibor Janus, Chris Baxter 

1.12.07 

11. The Crimson Trail  20m 11 

Steep, heavily pocketed groove-crack 6m R of The 

Snow Report, and R of the arete. Finish up buttress on 

L. Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton 20.09.08 

12. Down City Streets  20m 15 

Attractive climbing. Undercut start to pocketed 

groove 2m R of The Crimson Trail, then up and very 

slightly R. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 20.9.08 

13. Before Midday  20m 18 

Go 2m up major line 15m R of The Snow Report (and 

20m L of R end of terrace where Nipper finishes). Go 

2m L across wall to foot of a small corner on the ar-

ete. Up this, past a small roof then easier ground di-

rectly above. Tibor Janus, Chris Baxter 1.12.07 

Right of Before Midday is a chimney (landmark).  The 

next route is just right of the chimney. 

14. Charcoal Lane  14m 13 

Heavily pocketed runnel 1m R of Before Midday.  Ste-

phen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 20.9.08 
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Bundaleer Valley: Stony Peak 
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Bundaleer Valley: Stony Peak 

ST: It might also be worth checking the cliff that ap-

pears to be at -37.18167, 142.46684 – head up and 

over Stony Peak.  Also there’s an upper tier at -

37.180908, 142.467212 

It would also be worth checking down the Scrubby 

Creek valley to about -37.18104, 142.46092 (Promi-

nent buttress on S side of valley) 
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Bundaleer Valley: Bundaleer 

Bundaleer 

      rating 
 

 15 minutes 10-20 minutes SE, east, north very good marginal   

With sometimes sandy rock and (historically) a 

share of bad bolting, you could be forgiven for 

passing over Bundaleer.  But consider super trad 

routes such Pathos and Blimp, add in a few 

thuggy sport climbs and some classic routes at a 

variety of grades, and you’ll understand why Bun-

daleer ranks as one of the top cliffs in the Central 

Grampians. 

Routes are generally from 20m to 60m in length 

on mostly very good quality compact rock, which 

is soft and gritty in places.  

Bundaleer has a number of attributes that un-

doubtedly contribute to its enduring popularity.  It 

is one of the best-known Grampians crags that en-

joy shade from mid-day onwards, a real boon in 

the summer.  Additionally, the access by road and 

by foot is relatively quick and easy.  

Years ago, climbers indulged in sandy-floored 

camping beneath the impressive overhangs of An-

gular Perspective. However, given the cliff’s cul-

tural significance for the local aborigines, camping 

here is now forbidden.  

 Follow directions at the start of this sector 

to the junction of Rosea Track and Stony Creek 

Rd.  Turn left and drive 800m downhill to a small 

parking area on the left (S37.18636 E142.48059).  

The last part of the road can become rough due to 

erosion but is usually well maintained.  The cliff is 

up the hill on the opposite (west) side of the road, 

and the start of the track is signposted.   

Most of the cliff line faces east and is in shade af-

ter about noon.  The routes at the right-hand end 

face northerly. 

 The walking track up is well-made and sign-

posted.  Only 10 minutes from the car to the cliff, 

though most of the better routes are a further 5-

10 minutes walk left along the base.  Island 

Cruise is at S37.18731 E142.47841. 

 The long cliff line has a number of easily iden-

tified landmarks.  As elsewhere the route descrip-

tions are left-to-right, but these landmarks de-

scribed right-to-left will help you find things.   

When the track comes close to the cliff line, an or-

ange NE-facing wall looms ahead.  This is Live Ac-

tion.  At the point where the track actually meets 

the cliff is Abseil Arete. As you continue left, the 

first large roof high above you is above Scarab.  

Continuing left, Frog is initialled just left of the 

cracked roof of Basilisk Direct above.  The path is 

then blocked by boulders near the base of Geron-

tian at a N-facing wall; drop down low for the eas-

iest route.  The next triangular roof left of here is 

just right of The Minch. 

Continuing left, thin cracks up pale rock is Pathos 

(initialled).  The major corner that follows is 

Blimp.  The cave with a stool at the base is Manic 

Depressive.  In March, 2007 a boardwalk and the 

stool were built by Steve Monks during a VCC & 

Parks Victoria working bee. Please make sure you 

use them as the area has been deemed to be of 

cultural significance and basically people should 

stick to the board walk and not trample the sur-

rounding area. 

Up left and past there, there is a small amphithea-

tre of Kasolve, Berlin Wall and Dagon’s Temple. 
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Bundaleer Valley: Bundaleer 

Down left of here is the unmistakeable ‘Throne 

Room’ of The Ogive.  The path now goes along 

two long cave systems.  The arête with an under-

cut start near the start of the first one is Enter 

Sandman.  The rusty bolts in the first cave can be 

used to find The Unknown Soldier, and the main 

line in the second cave with pocketed rock is An-

gular Perspective.  

Just past the 2nd cave is the main descent gully 

(S37.19041 E142.47690), and 50m further the or-

ange diagonal prow of Whale is evident.  About 

60m past this there is a grey steep and smooth 

wall; Yerba Is The Word takes the right arête.  

If you turn right at Live Action for the north end 

routes, bearings are described under that section.  

Descent: a cairned gully that starts behind and a 

little right of the top of Scarab has traditionally 

been used for descent from the routes up the 

right and centre sections of the cliff.  Follow the 

gully down (leads north) then follow cairns 

around right to the main terrace at the start of 

the Odysseus traverse (25m rap).  See the over-

view photo on the previous page for clues. There 

are also rap stations at the top of the first pitches 

of Blimp, Pathos and Dagon’s Temple, and others.  

Left of the caves, there is a main descent gully as 

mentioned earlier. 

To get to these first routes, walk all the way along 

through the cave systems, then about another 160m 

as described in Bearings.  Surfing With the Aliens is 

at S37.19147 E142.47508. 

Left of Surfing With the Aliens is another gully, and 

40m left of that is an attractive buttress with two 

possible routes up its face.  15m further L is a slen-

der buttress with some more new route options. 

Yerba Wall 

This is the grey wall at the far left end of the cliff.  

Recent rebolting means there is lots of new shiny 

stainless ring bolts.  Faces SSE, so in shade early. 

1. Surfing with the Aliens  20m 27 

At the L end of the grey wall, about 200m L of the 

descent gully. there is a slabby seam with a cairn to 

start.  3 RBs and crack above – take some trad. Stick 

clip the first BR. Rap chains. Steve Chapman 18.4.99 

2. *Whitebait  18m 27  

8m R of Surfing With The Aliens, and L of roofs is a 

wall with two corners starting up 12m. Thin crack 

(marked ‘O’) 6m L of L corner. 4 RBs.  Peter McKeand, 

Andrew Thomson 6.6.70 (aid, M3).  FFA Ingvar Lidman 1998 

3. *Pyjamaland  20m 22 

This route was originally written up as “Bash-hook” 

and an aid route, but the later free name is retained.  

Sustained and varied.  Follow thin RH crack, 6m R of 

Whitebait to its end.  Up past RB to horizontal break.  

Left to corner and up it past two more RBs. Lower-

off anchor. Chris Dewhirst, Peter McKeand Easter 1970 (“Bash-
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hook” M3), FFA and new name Craig 

Nottle, Russell Crow 11.3.84 

4. American Pie  39m 14 

Needs cleaning.  Initialled.  Start 

4m R of Pyjamaland, below loose 

block at 3m (and below L end of 

roofs up high).  1) 18m (14) Up 

past flake to ledge (BR).  Up 3m 

corner to second ledge, then R 

to third ledge, below overhang 

(piton belay).  2) 21m. Traverse 

13m R (bad rock) and around ar-

ete.  Up, then R.  Paul Kinnison, John 

Margetts 28.5.72 

5. Yerba is the Word  25m 

21 

R end of grey wall.  Start on 

pockets up little prow to RB.  

Honeycomb pockets, juggy ar-

ete and through final roof (trad) 

to top.  Rap chains.  Rob Booth, 

Steve Chapman, Robin Holmes 01.99 

Right of here there are a number 

of overhang prows.  The next 

route takes the LH corner weak-

ness in a small alcove about 

25m R of Yerba is the Word. 

6. Peanut  18m 18 

18m L of Terror Australis. Up thin 

crack on L side of an alcove to the roof, then L. 

Through bulge, then R up mossy groove. Leon Zablocki, 

Shelly Higgs 11.1.95 

7. Terror Australis  39m 15 

Steep and rotten with unreliable pro. Initialled, about 

110m L of the descent gully, 16m L of Impromptu.  1) 

9m (15) Swing round overhang on to horn. Now up 

L to ledge. 2) 30m Down and traverse 5m R. Up to 

and through weakness in overhang. John Margetts, Paul 

Kinnison (alt), Sharon Kinnison 28.5.72 

8. Terror Australis Var Finish  24m 15 

Not sure about this.  1) 9m (15) as above. 2) 15m (6) 

Up through weakness in overhang. Paul Kinnison, Sharon 

Kinnison 28.5.72 

9. Impromptu  15m 17 

Dirty and rarely repeated. Off-width L-facing major 

corner-crack (landmark) down and around the arete 

from Whale.  Geoff Schirmer, John Margetts 16.11.74 

10. Whale  25m 11,M5 

Sandy orange L-leaning overhang reminiscent of 

Manic Depressive, but awaiting a free ascent.  Follow 

thin (at times) crackline out L to the nose. Two old 

carrots might be useful. Peter McKeand, Andrew Thomson 

6.6.70 

11. Tour de Farce  30m 19 

Looks good.  Diagonal crack R of Whale. Heads L af-

ter a steep hard start. Mark Barnett, Paul Daniels 24.10.81 

12. Wall of the Wad  30m 19 

The loose, sandy wall between Tour de Farce and Tid-

dler, 15m R of Whale. Start at a short R-facing flake. 

Up the flake and the wall above; L at the top. Doug 

Fife, Roland Foster 04.83 

13. Ferrets and Faggots  30m 21 

Start as for Tiddler. Traverse L to pocket, then up the 
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wall past a BR. Roland Foster, Doug Fife 04.83 

14. *Tiddler  13m 18 

The prominent short thin crack part-way up the un-

pleasant little gully 20m R of Whale. Sandy at the 

top. Tim Hancock, Andrew Thomson (all aid) Easter 1970. FFA 

Richard Smith, Graeme Hoxley 01.83 

Descent via the gully R of Tiddler is possible but not 

recommended.  Instead, walk across R to the main 

descent gully. 

There’s not much on the next section of wall. Some 

new route options exist on a buttress between Tid-

dler’s gully and the descent gully.  Along the way is 

this ancient relic, preserved for history: 

15. The Hidden Pillar  12m 5 

Pillar on unremarkable cliffline between Tiddler and 

Athos, R of the deep cave. Wall to R side of flake, 

then chimney. John Moore, Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger 

27.11.65 

Athos Buttress 

The next 4 routes are on a good looking and fea-

tured buttress L of the descent gully. However the 

top-outs for these tend to be gritty and slopey. 

16. *I'll Be  18m 16 

Climb the loose arête on its L side. Doug Fife (solo) 04.83 

17. *Athos  20m 18 

Thin crack just R of L arête, past bulge, then horizon-

tal break. Mark Savage, Lian Mack, Bernard Whitelock 15.11.91 

18. *Porthos  20m 18 

Line in middle of face, steep bulge, but then thin fin-

ish (crux). Bernard Whitelock, Bruno Sanker 14.11.91  add pic 

19. Aramis  20m 16 

Up to bulge just R of Porthos. Up. Bruno Sanker, Lynda 

Coster 15.11.91 
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Main Cave 

20. *Wedding Cake Island  30m 20 

Exposed climbing on soft rock. At the L side of the 

camping cave is a break. 1) 15m Pull through, then 

up to semi-hanging belay.  2) 15m R to girdle the 

cave near its lip. (Originally done in 3 short pitches; 

small stances. Pitch lengths are dubious.) Rod Macken-

zie, Craig Nottle early 80s 

The next 3 routes are in the main cave at the left end 

of the cliffline.  Steep rock above. 

21. **Skulthuggery  15m 26  

Start 10m L of Angular Perspective at a table-sized 

block. Up steeply then R and up to lip. 6 FHs. Martin 

Lama, Matthew Brooks 20.1.94 

22. **Angular Perspective  35m 28  

A visionary effort for its day. Start at the finger pock-

ets in the middle of the cave and follow the bolts 

leading up and R to chains, and continue through 

the ceiling. Malcolm Matheson 1983 

Climbing AP to the first chain is 12m grade 27. 

23. *Free-Snaking Thru' the 8th Dimension 

10m 28   

Either start at Angular Perspective or just to its R.  

Climb R through the roof (BRs), then move L to join 

AP. Andy Pollitt 19.4.90 

24. Seamy Side  35m 24 

At the less-steep rock between the two caves (about 

20m L of The Unknown Soldier) is a crack. Malcolm 

Matheson, Chris Alber, Roland Arsons, Graham Jones 01.86 

25. The Unknown Soldier  33m 15,M4 

Unlikely to see repeats. In the middle of the RH cave, 

you’ll find a faint initial and 2 old bolts (R of the hor-

izontal line of practice aid bolts).  Up using the two 

bolts, then aid the thin roof-crack (hook move on 

lip). Finish free. Peter Hamilton, Rein Kamar 13.7.69 

26. Know Your Enemies  10m 26  

15m R of The Unknown Soldier. Three BRs to chain. 
Matthew Brooks, Martin Lama 21.1.94  

27. Gargoyle  39m 9 

The first ascent of Bundaleer; of historical interest 

only. Getting off the ground looks more like grade 

15 but the greenery above is the main deterrent. 1) 

(crux!) From the first break in the roof (50m R of The 

Unknown Soldier), swing along L and up into corner. 

Step up L to L-slanting groove and climb it to ledge 

on L below overhang. PB. 2) 18m Step L round nose 

and climb chimney. Peter Jackson, Robert Bull (alt) 26.9.64 

28. Fistful of Steel  15m 25  

4m R of Gargoyle, R of black trench.  4 FHs to chain. 
Matthew Brooks 20.1.94 

29. *Psycho Bunny  25m 22  

Start at the undercut wall about 18m L of Enter Sand-

man, 6m L of where the cave height drops down to 

1.9m.  8 RBs to lower-off.  Glenn Tempest, Karen Tempest 

15.3.17 

30. *Enter Sandman  26m 22  

A popular warm-up sports route, despite the high 1st 

bolt.  Starts about 35m L of the The Ogive at a line of 

ringbolts just R of an over-hanging wall.  Head up 

trending L to an exposed bridge L across the void 

and chains.  Daniel Brooks 21.1.94  

31. *Exit Sandman  25m 22 

A continuation of the previous route.  If you’re not 

pumped enough, continue past the original rap sta-

tion past another two bolts to a lower-off.  Use long 

runners to avoid rope drag. Neil Monteith 24.1.04 

32. *Sad But True  25m 20  

A direct variant of Enter Sandman. From 3rd bolt on 

ES climb straight up the crack to join Exit Sandman at 

a bolt below roof. Originally protected with small 

cams and wires, but now 3 RBs (2017). Robin Holmes, 

Michael O'Reilly, Steve Chapman 09.04 

33. Fertility Instinct  30m 19 

Very sparsely protected climbing on poor rock 

makes this a serious lead. Start on rounded jugs up 

the dark streak between Exit Sandman and Hygar-

fefoapp, finishing R up that climb. Michael Totterdell, Mi-

chael Collie 28.3.85 

34. Hygarfefoapp  30m 18 

The meaning had been lost for years: “Have You Got 

A Reason For Exceeding Fifty On A P Plate?” as 

posed to Thomson by the highway patrol.  Serious, 

loose and poorly protected; rarely repeated. Climb 

initialled weakness 3m R of Exit Sandman. From small 

cave at 10m, go L to weakness in bulge and climb 

wall above on better holds. Andrew Thomson 9.5.70 

35. **The Ogive  36m 28 (or M3) 

A great test of the ‘black arts’ of overhanging crack, 
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groove and scallop climbing.  About 30m around L 

from Dagon’s Temple is an amazing curved overhang 

called The Throne Room.  Splitting this is a taunting 

roof crack.  Use all sorts of body contortions and 

sneaky tricks to get your carcass up this.  Lots of old, 

uninspiring aid bolts and good trad gear.  Alterna-

tively, use it for aid practice (M3).  Peter Jackson, Robert 

Bull (alt) 1964.  FFA Kim Carrigan 1982 

36. **Dark Passage  30m 23 

Arete R of Ogive, retrobolted (but not a sport route). 

Off the huge block and up the R side of the arete (3 

RBs). Step L into shallow line and continue up past 

two more RBs. Lower off.  Alt: Big grit arete that has 

been retrobolted into a more popular route. The 

original climb had 4 less bolts! Start on high slabby 

platform on R edge of the Ogive cave. (Belay from 

ground). Place a cam in a break then swing L off the 

platform onto arete. Up it past 3 RBs to slabby seam 

crack on L side of arete. Up this (trad) then swing 

through steepness above (two RBs + cams) to lower-

off. Classic! Glenn Tempest, Richard Smith 01.83 
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Dagon’s Temple Area 

The next few routes (Pumpernickel to Narcotic) are 

in an alcove; most routes start uphill from the track.  

lower-offs on Kasolve not shown 

37. Pumpernickel  34m 17 

A rather dank, old-fashioned and unpopular line. 1) 

(17) Chimney (loose BR, PR) behind boulder from 

which Dark Passage starts, just R of Ogive. 2) 17m 

The line. Peter Jackson, Ian Guild (alt) 31.10.65 

38. Pumpernickel Variant Start  14m 15 

Wall-climbing without pro, unless you use the bolt 

on Front Line. No lead recorded. From top of boul-

der up R of original start, go diagonally L to join 

Pumpernickel above overhang. Top-roped Chris Davis 1965 

There’s a lower-off anchor at the end of pitch 1 of 

Kasolve that also services Front Line and Tough Tips. 

39. *Gotham City  20m 26  

Superb wall climb. On to wall as for Front Line. Up 

past bolts to DBB under roof. Lower off to belay.  

Rebolted 2017 (5 rings+anchors). Glenn Tempest, Ste-

phen Hamilton 25.11.89 

40. *Front Line  30m 24 

The cracked wall R of Pumpernickel. Up the wall on 

edges to the horizontal crack. Traverse R to an exit 

into Kasolve and finish up it. 4 RBs. Optional HB. 
Glenn Tempest, Nick Plishko 11.82 

41. *Tough Tips  25m 23 

Dimpled wall R of Front Line. Step on to the rib and 

up to a RB. Up via another RB. Continue up Kasolve 

above. Glenn Tempest, Malcolm Matheson, Jim Thomas 11.82 

42. Kasolve  48m 19 

Steep, serious and hard to protect. 1) 33m (19) Cor-

ner-crack R of Tough Tips. Finish up L groove before 

thankfully exiting R. Optional lower-off here. 2) 15m 

The gully. Chris Dewhirst, Bruno Zielke (alt) 01.69 

43. *Berlin Wall  20m 25 

A great pitch. From the block R of Kasolve, climb wall 

and seam to RB. Finger-pockets to break, then 

quickly to hanging DBB. Lower off to belay. Glenn 

Tempest 19.11.89 

44. **Dagon's Temple  25m 22 

Excellent. Thin and technical to start, and thuggishly 

steep to finish. Start uphill in the centre of the al-

cove, DT takes the major crack line going full height. 

RB low, and one carrot before the route steepens. 

Step off L to rings. Ian Guild, John McLean (alt - JM led a 7m 

scramble off) (mostly aid) 9.07.66. FFA Chris Peisker ‘78 

45. *Jane  27m 20 

The corner R of Dagons Temple is usually wet and is 
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blocked by a substantial roof. Turn the roof on the R 

with a thrutch at the lip and finish easily. Peter 

McKeand, Gordon Talbett (one aid) 8.04.69. FFA Tim Beaman late 

70s 

46. *Masters of Pox  35m 24  

Overhanging wall 2m R of Jane, scratched initial. 

Also rebolted with rings, plus one FH at the start.  Ant 

Prehn, Rob LeBreton 12.89 

47. *Morepox  30m 23 

Initialled arete 7m R of Masters of Pox. Two RBs. 

Rounded finish. The first RB is hard to clip. Russell 

Chudleigh, Graeme Hill, Mark Moorhead 1982 

48. *The Castlereagh Line  20m 29 

Seam (three RBs) 2m R of Morepox. Lower off from 

chain. Pete Cresswell 25.01.91 

49. *Narcotic  30m 17 

The initialled steep crack around L from Manic De-

pressive, 4m R of The Castlereagh Line.  A solid under-

taking on flaky rock. 1) (17) Undercut and overhang-

ing offwidth (climbed mainly on R wall). 2) 12m 

Traverse R and down to ledge on nose. Steep wall 

above. Roland Pauligk, Ian Guild (alt, one aid), Michael Stone 

12.4.66. FFA Chris Dewhirst 1960s 

JMc: there is a variant to Narcotic by Wayne Maher 

ca 1998.  No details. 

50. **Manic Depressive 42m 25  

About 20m L of Blimp is a fantastic steep rising face. 

From the purpose-built wooden cairn, make a hard 

pull onto the overhanging pocketed arête then 

power up following the bolts to the lower-off point. 
Chris Dewhirst, Bruno Zielke (alt) 1971.  FFA Greg Child 1978 

1975? 

Blimp Area 

51. *Lunging for Melons  15m 22  

The original route used one skanky bolt runner and 

some trad gear, and escaped somewhere above 

Manic Depressive.  Now re-bolted with six FHs.  Start 

from the flake 3m down and L of the start of Blimp.  

Up steeply, lunge L and continue to rapstation in 

middle of wall. Russ Clune, Mike Law 1983 

52. **Lunging for Melons Extension  25m 24 

 
From the first lower-offs, continue up to Blimp’s be-

lay.  8 bolts.  Adam Demmert 31.12.14 

53. *Zeppelin  25m 23  

Wall, starting 2m L of the corner. Stick-clip the first 

RB from the base of Blimp. Step onto the L wall. At 

the sixth bolt there is a tricky reach L to gain a poor 

knob. Continue straight up the technical wall above 

passing another two bolts to Blimp's lower-off an-

chor. Glenn Tempest, Karen Tempest 18.2.17 

54. ***Blimp  39m 20 

A stunning corner crack, featuring sustained climb-

ing with great rock and great gear all the way.  The 

major R-facing orange corner 20m R of Manic De-

pressive. There was a rusty piton protecting the crux 

since the FA.  This got replaced by a bolt, but then 

chopped.  There’s still a useful carrot half-way up. 

25m rap (there was originally a second pitch). Bruno 

Zielke, John Ewbank (19M1), 1969 FFA: Joe Friend, Ian Lewis, 

1974 

Mike Law’s route Dive Dive Dive (26) was an attempt 

at creating a route on Blimp’s R wall by traversing R 

from the former piton, but is now superseded by 

Touchstone Pictures. Mike Law, Russ Clune 1983 

55. ***Touchstone Pictures  46m 28 

Sustained thin face climbing on immaculate rock. 3m 

R of Blimp are some tiny holds under a RB. Not com-

pletely a sport route, take some wires for the corner. 

Originally led as one pitch but perhaps better now 

as 2. 1) 26m (28) Up thin face past many RBs/FHs 

past some unusual features, R to corner to a hang-

ing DBB. 2) 20m (26) Thin wall (PR) then L to cracked 

overhang. Past this to hanging corner (2 BR) to finish 

past old PR on right. Glenn Tempest date? 1989 

56. **The Beckoning  25m 26 

The best way to finish Ostler.  After the difficulties 

ease on the first pitch of Ostler, follow the line of 

bolts up the left arête to a rap station.  Simon Mentz, Si-

mon Carter 05.94 
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57. **Ostler  50m 25 

Initialled.  A technical climb with a somewhat discon-

certing start.  Hanging about to get some gear ar-

ranged in the first 8m is the crux.  Start about 13m L 

of Pathos and about 8m L of the chimney, at the ini-

tialled thin crack.  1) 20m (25) Up, steeply at first, 

then easing to a bolt belay.  2) 12m (21) The left cor-

ner-crack.  L to ledge and left on this to a bolt belay.  

3) 18m (21) Up to overhang and up crack.  Move L 

and up corner.  Ian Guild, Daryl Carr (var) 1966.  FFA Chris 

Peisker 1978 

58. **Bliss  20m 24 

Looks very good. Delicate groove, then wall, 3m R of 

Ostler past three BRs to Ostler's belay. Finish as for 

Ostler. Mark Moorhead, Lincoln Shepherd early 80s 

59. **Sparrows  15m 24  

Start as for Bliss. Up corner then break into unlikely 

double huecos. Finishes up little arête 5m R of Bliss. 

Stick clip the 1st bolt. Kent Paterson 24.5.15. A bouldery di-

rect start through the scoops has also been done at grade 30. 
Barriers were here November 2020. 

60. Reneeobskolosk  48m 20 

Rotten shallow corner 4m R of Bliss. Continue up the 

arete above into Sparrows. Mike Law, Russ Clune 1983 

61. Infidel  48m 14 

‘Old-fashioned’. 1) Mossy chimney 1m R of  

Reneeobskolosk, with excursion on to R wall. 2) 9m 

Up to ledge. 3) 18m Corner. Alec Campbell, Chris De-

whirst, Peter Jackson (var) 11.66 
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62. *Blanketty Blank  28m 20 

Climb the juggy groove 3m R of Infidel and 2m L of 

Pathos. Step up and R, then veer L (crux) to easier 

ground. Finish up Infidel or, preferably, traverse R 

and finish up Pathos (grade 17) to rings on its ledge. 
David Gairns, Chris Baxter, Simon Mentz, Ian Ravenscroft 16.4.89 

The route Passion, 19.10.89, was a repeat of Blankety 

Blank. 

63. Blanketty Blank DF  10m 24 

Straight up above first part of Blanketty Blank. Thin! 
Peter Martin 13.11.91 

64. ***Pathos  29m 21 

Classy wall climbing with terrific pro. Trickier and 

pumpier than it looks.  There was a second pitch 

(28m) but no one bothers.  Starts at an attractive 

bleached arête.  This is 25m L of The Minch. There is 

a subtle marking �P at head height.  Climb the arête 

to step L into the line at about 10m.  Continue up 

the line to a ledge. Rap 25m from RB’s.  Roland Pauligk, 

Peter Keeble (1 aid) 1969.  FFA Chris Peisker 1977 

65. Sympathy  25m 21 

From first belay of Pathos, climb Infidel to horizontal 

break. L in this, then up vertical crack, wall, short 

cracks. Edwin Young, Glenn Tempest 12.92 

66. Lust  28m 22 

Fine orange wall between Pathos and Cleopatra. One 

RB. Rebolted 2015, better check.  Peter Martin, Dave 

Cherry, David Gairns, Ed Neve 8.3.92 

67. Cleopatra  55m 13 

Another old-fashioned cleft redeemed, to some ex-

tent, by some (wandering) face-climbing. 1) 27m 

Chimney 1m R of Pathos to terrace. 2) 21m (13) Ar-

ete to overhang at 6m. Traverse 2m R and on to 

flake (PR). Traverse back L to arete and up 6m. Trav-

erse R to cave. 3) 7m Up. Jerry Grandage, Dave Oldfield 

(alt) 4.6.67 

68. Cleopatra Direct Finish  51m 13 

1) As above. 2) 24m The corner. Gordon Talbett, Peter 

McKeand 7.4.69 

69. Cleopatra Alternate Finish  47m 14 

1) As for the original route. 2) 20m After climbing 

the arête, traverse R and mount the flake, then move 

up L back around the arête to finish up a wall. Jack 

Lewis, Geoff Sutter 15.2.97 

70. Crash Dive  25m 19 

Curving rib and arete 1m R of Cleopatra. Abseil as for 

Pathos. Glenn Tempest, Jim Thomas 11.82 

71. Dirty Old Man  55m 14 

Better than it looks. (It'd want to be!) 1) 37m Middle 

of 3 cracks in bay 12m R of Cleopatra to ledge on 

Cleopatra. 2) 18m Crack on R wall. Finish up R one of 

3 steep grooves (PR). Chris Baxter, Andrew Bowman, Julie 

Tulloch 14.4.73 

72. Homecoming Blues  49m 17 

Another line in need of a clean. 1) 30m (17) Shallow 

groove 4m R of Dirty Old Man (PR), then crack to 

cave. 2) 19m Chimney to ledge. R, then up wall. Chris 

Baxter, Geoff Gledhill (alt), Rein Kamar 1.4.73 

73. Aquarius  36m 13 

Dank cleft. 1) 21m (13) Corner-crack 7m R of Home-

coming Blues to bolt belay. 2) 15m The chimney. BB. 
Gordon Talbett, Peter McKeand 7.4.69 

74. Aquarius Variant  38m 13 

1) As above.  2) 17m (13) Weakness in L of wall of 

chimney/gully to ledge, then traverse R and bridge 

chimney to join main line. (Beware loose blocks at 

lip!) Jack Lewis, Geoff Sutter 15.2.97 

The smooth buttress between Aquarius and The 

Minch didn’t have any published routes, but I ob-

tained this description for an unnamed route. 

75. *The Minion  50m 23 

Climbs the buttress L of The Minch. 1) (23) Starts up 

fused crack on LHS of the buttress for 15m then 

make a rising traverse R on slopes. Pull on to the 

slab and belay at the level of Flying Circus’ traverse. 

2) (22) Up the slab and pass an overhang following 

thin crack on the right. Continue up and join TM  for 

the final 5m.  FADU 

76. **The Minch  40m 12 

Old-fashioned climbing up a big old-fashioned line.  

Probably not an ideal beginner’s lead because the 

gear is a bit spaced.  Start 25m L of Gerontian at a 

major chimney line with a huge jutting prow high on 

its R.  Originally climbed in two pitches, and worth 

considering breaking it that way.  Robert Bull, Peter Jack-

son (alt) 1965   

77. The Minch Variant Start  42m 15 

Dirty and probably not worth repeating. Climb crack 

8m R of The Minch, heading R. The line ends as a  
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chimney in a remarkable cave leading through to 

The Minch (three PRs). Chris Baxter, Chris O'Brien, Michael 

Stone 10.3.75 

78. **Flying Circus  50m 21 

Fantastic. Extravagantly exposed climbing up the 

prow to the right of The Minch.  Start as for TM and 

follow that climb until just above the lip of the first 

ceiling.  Traverse boldly (no pro, grade 16) and spec-

tacularly R to the prow.  Unlikely climbing straight 

up this (a hidden thin crack keeps things sane), di-

rect over the roof to finish.  Pete Cresswell, Cath Duffill 

14.1.91 

79. Martin Rattler  44m 17 

Steep and involving devious route-finding. 1) 20m 

Deep chimney 10m R of The Minch VS. 2) 24m (17) 

Up to overhang and R to ledge. Now up flakes (two 

PRs) to next overhang. Traverse L to corner (PR), 

then L and up undercut arete. Chris Baxter, Michael Stone 

(alt), Ed Neve 2.2.75 

80. Spot On  48m 16 

1) 15m Climb initialled overhang 9m R of Martin Rat-

tler, leading to a chimney. 2) 18m (16) Line to over-

hang. Pass it on L wall (PR) and so to belay. 3) 15m 

The gully. Garry Sudholz, Norm Booth 29.6.69 

81. Spot On Variant Start  48m 16 

1) 15m (11) Line 3m R of Spot On.  2-3) as above. 
Chris Baxter, Andrew Bowman, Julie Tulloch 14.4.73 

82. **Flying Buttress  45m 17 

1) 15m As for Gerontian. 2) Traverse L to gain the 

prominent arete. Up its L side on good holds, then 

back R.  Up steeply to a small belay ledge. 3) Up ar-

ete to the top (poor rock).  Colin Reece and South Austral-

ian Polish Team! 1980s 

83. **Gerontian Variant Start  15m 10 

A surprisingly pleasant pitch with the bonus of being 

better protected - do it instead of the original start. 

1) 15m From 3m L of Gerontian, an undercut arete 

leads to a crack. Continue as described below. Rick 

Potter, Peter Watling 6.1.73 

84. **Gerontian  46m 17 

Start at the initialled line at a distinct step in the 

track about 12m L of Genesis. 1) 15m Step R at 3m 

and climb poorly protected wall. Follow this to a 

ledge. 2) 17m (17) The corner, easing to a ledge. RPs 

do go in the back of the crack, but a large/XL cam is 

preferable. 3) 14m (17) Up and traverse left along 

the hand-crack beneath the roof.  Awkward around 

the roof then up the line.   Pitches 2&3 can be com-

bined. Chris Dewhirst, Peter Jackson (alts) 1965 

85. *Gerontian Direct Finish  44m 17 

A very worthwhile alternative to the original finish.  

1-2) as for the original.  3) (15) Hand-crack above 

belay to a steep finish. Chris Dewhirst, Alec Campbell, Peter 

Jackson 11.66 

86. Melon Was Here  40m 16 

Face just L of Quandary, 5m R of Gerontian. Up the 

face to step L into L-facing sickle. Up this to step R 

on to ledge. From block, move up to traverse L into 

Gerontian. Mike Law, Russ Clune mid-80s 

The climb Orange Tin (17), Wade Stevens, Suzie Ren-

nie 20.1.01 is essentially a repeat of Melon Was 

Here. 

87. Quandary  51m 14 

Requires large pro. 1) 30m (14) Climb triangular slab 

to corner 5m R of Gerontian. Up R crack to cave be-

low second bulge. Cross to L wall and climb it (steep) 

to ledge. Up to next one. 2) 21m The line. Ian Guild, 

Peter Jackson, Chris Davis (var) 30.10.65 

88. **Genesis  37m 23 

The R-facing corner that starts 12m up the proud 

wall, around L from The Frog. Excellent trad protec-

tion is available, despite appearances.  From a block 

on the R climb up to, and up, the incipient corner.  

Hard moves near the top (bolt) lead to the traverse 

line of Odysseus.  Finish rightward below the line of 

old bolts to a good ledge.  Norm Booth, Murray Taylor 

(mostly aid) 1969.  FFA Mark Moorhead early 1980s 

89. ***Genesis Direct  50m 24 

From the top of the corner of Genesis, continue up 

the blank-looking wall past two bolts then atmos-

pherically through the cracked overhang to a ledge.  

Walk off L.  Glenn Tempest, Marty Beare, Doug Fife 1983 

90. **Stone Ocean  70m 23 

Tackles amazing rock architecture above the crux of 

Odysseus. 1) 37m (23) As for Genesis. Alternative ap-

proach via Moloch drops a grade.  2) 33m (22) The 

arete is followed to a niche. Out L up and across 

weakness to another ledge. Up wall above to belay 

below overhang. Walk off L. Glenn Tempest, Malcolm 

Matheson, Jim Thomas 11.82 
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91. *Moloch Variant  27m 22 

I haven’t located a description for this, but assume 

it’s the arete L of Moloch, joining that route at the 

18m mark.  FADU 

92. *Moloch  46m 18 

A classic crack struggle. 1) 27m (18) Crack behind 

burnt tree, 6m R of Genesis. 2) 19m Line above, fin-

ishing on R. Phillip Stranger, Jerry Grandage (alt) 16.12.67 

93. Cocksure  46m 12 

Good bridging. Start 4m R of Moloch. 1) 27m Bridge 

diagonally up L to crack. Up this, then groove (PR). 

2) 19m As for Moloch. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill (alt), Rein 

Kamar 1.4.73 

94. **The Frog  46m 16 

Start at the groove 1m L of Basilisk.  1) grade? 12m 

Head straight up to the corner on the R at 6m and 

up this to exit L.  2) 15m (16) Climb the corner to 

exit L under the roof.  3) 19m The line above, finish-

ing on the R.  Peter Jackson, Robert Bull 1965 

95. The Frog Direct Finish  48m 16 

1) & 2) as above.  3) 21m (9) Crack above second 

pitch. Chris Baxter, Katherine Houghton, Julie Tulloch 12.3.73 

96. Frogilisk  54m 14 

A minor variation. 1) 35m Follow Frog to just below 

the now pegless crux (pitch 2) and cop out by trav-

ersing R into Basilisk. Follow this up the shallow 

chimney until it is possible to make a short airy trav-

erse back left into Frog at the top of the third pitch. 

2) 19m As for Frog pitch 3. Karl Bromelow, Kai Seth Robert-

son, Seb Johnson & Andrew Johnson 22.4.18 

97. **Basilisk Direct Finish  55m 16 

Some say this is the way to do the route.  Exposed 

and vigorous climbing through a gigantic roof.  1) & 

2) 30m As for Basilisk.  3) 25m Continue straight up 

the line. Dave Neilson 1970 

98. *Basilisk  65m 16 

See front cover for photo. Start approximately 20m L 

of Scarab at the initialled line with a large cracked 

roof above.  1) 15m Climb the line until level with a 

roof on the R.  2) 15m Continue up, past an old bolt 

on the L.  3) 10m (16) Make a spectacular traverse R 

– add 5 grades if you’re short.  4) 25m (11) Up the 

wall under the ‘horns’ then climb the chimney.  Peter 

Jackson, Ian Guild 1965.  FFA unknown. 

99. *Basilisk Variant  55m 14 

Also worthwhile.  Start as for Basilisk. 1) 30m (14) 

Climb the crack to about 15m until it is possible to 

pull onto the wall on the R.  Traverse R almost to the 

arete then up the wall to belay.  2) 25m (11) As for 

pitch 4 of the original.  FADU 

100. Handicock  53m 14 

Fierce-looking line. 1) 28m (14) Line 12m R of Basi-

lisk, veering L. 2) 25m As for pitch 4 of Basilisk. Peter 

McKeand, Tim Hancock 11.5.69 

101. *Ruined Castles  49m 19 

8m R of Handicock is a very loose wall. 1) Up this on 

detachable holds to a bulge. Over this to continue 

directly up the wall. Belay as for Scarab. 2) Shallow 

corner. Glenn Tempest, Malcolm Matheson, Jim Thomas 11.82 

102. **Flying Castles 15m 24  

nv Starts off the ledge at the end of the 2nd pitch of 

Scarab and makes a good second pitch to Ruined 

Castles. Start on the arete and head up to the roof 

past 4 RB’s , then out the roof with some big moves 

where it joins Flying High past fixed hangers. Either 

back-clean to and lower-off the last RB, or bring trad 

gear for an anchor. Adam Demmert  date 2016 

103. **Flying High  15m 22 

Approach from either above, or below by climbing 

Scarab or Ruined Castles. At the 'horns', the roof is 

obvious; long reach to start, then dangle. Glenn 

Tempest, Malcolm Matheson, Jim Thomas 11.82 

104. **Scarab  62m 12 

This is a fantastic and memorable route, although 

the entry to the corner scares off a few leaders.  

Starts about 10m L of the Castor.  Scarab is a major 

line that is capped by a big square cut roof and dis-

tinguished by two big distinct ‘horns’ of rock (some-

what reminiscent of the horns of a scarab beetle).  

The first two pitches are often run as one. Starts just 

L of a wide crack that reaches the ground. 1) 28m 

(12) Climb the buttress for 12m to a ledge then on 

for about another 5m.  Bridge over to the L crack 

(tricky), BR, then to the R crack to get you up to a 

belay on the R.  2) 10m (8) A thrilling but easy trav-

erse L.  3) 24m (11) Climb the wall beneath the 

‘horns’ then up trending R. Robert Bull, John Fahey (var), 

Peter Jackson 1964 
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105. **Scarab Direct  55m 23 

The traverse under the high roof was thrilling 

enough when it was aided but is even more so now 

that it is free.  1) 28m (11) As for Scarab.  2) 27m (23) 

Up the corner to the huge roof, then make a tech-

nical, dramatic traverse R  to the arête (and a suita-

ble belay if you want to watch your followers scare 

themselves witless).  Chris Dewhirst, Keith Lockwood 1970.  

FFA Kevin Lindorff early 1980s. 

106. The Singular Raindrop  29m 13 

1) R-leaning crack 1.5 m R of Scarab. PB on block. 2) 

16m (13) Line to block at 15m. Exit R. Rein Kamar, Bill 

Andrews (alt) 11.05.69 

107. Ball Race  30m 20 

From the large boulder on the terrace above The Sin-

gular Raindrop, climb wall to a ledge. Finish over the 

overhang. Kevin Lindorff 11.80 

108. *We Don't Like Slopes  48m 24 

“Don’t criticise what you don’t understand, if you 

think I’m talking shit you don’t belong in this land” – 

Dave Warner.  1) 27m (17) Start 4m R of The Singular 

Raindrop (2m L of Castor) and climb up the middle of 

the buttress to a large ledge (the start of Odysseus 

and the rap descent). 2) 21m (24) Bring a handful of 

medium wires for the top section.  check L to PR. Up 

to three PRs under roof. mostly bolts now. Up past 

BR. R to arete and up. Take some wires  Mike Law, 

Steve Howden, Craig Nottle 04.83 

109. *We Don't Like Slopes (P1)  27m 17  

The first pitch by itself makes for an easy sports 

route. 6 RBs but I suggest some wires for the gap 

between bolts 2 & 3.  25m rap from rings.  

110. Castor  27m 12 

Initialled chimney-crack 5m R of We Don’t Like Slopes.  

25m rap from rings. Ian Guild, Peter Jackson 6.11.65 
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111. **Odysseus  84m 17 

Enjoyable and interesting climbing on an airy and 

sometimes dramatic traverse.  Starts from the ter-

race at the top of Castor.  Access via the previous 2 

routes or any of the following 7. There is a small 

white square and an “O” marking the start. 1) 24m 

Head L from the terrace following the higher break 

into the prominent corner-line of Scarab, then con-

tinue L along Scarab’s traverse to the ledge  2) 24m 

L to the arête and continue L (as for Basilisk) to a 

reachy move into the chimney.  Climb L on the lip of 

the overhang and then drop down to the ledge be-

low the next chimney.  3) 21m (17) Follow the obvi-

ous break L (just beneath a row of bolts tauntingly 

just beyond reach) to a deep line (Quandary).  Up this 

to 10m above tree. 4) 15m L to the line (Gerontian) 

and up this.  Peter Jackson, Jerry Grandage (var) 1966.  FFA 

Bruno Zielke 1970 

112. *Island Cruise  30m 18 

Engaging wall climbing with the crux at the end. The 

wall 3m R of Castor. Start up crack, trend L then fol-

low a weakness R-wards to a reachy exit. Richard Smith, 

Glenn Tempest 31.1.83 

113. *Deckchairs Overboard  40m 20 

Starting from the terrace, climb up the arete above 

the start of Odysseus. The obvious flake across the 

roof is negotiated by a crawl. Pull over lip and up to 

a cave/ledge. Glenn Tempest, Richard Smith 31.1.83 

The next 5 routes also all finish on the terrace which 

is the start of Odysseus.  Make your way to the front 

of the terrace and rap down Castor (25m). 

114. Pollux  27m 8 

Initialled chimney-crack 2m R of Island Cruise. Robert 

Bull, Peter Jackson 26.09.64 

115. Abseil Arete  30m 14 

Flaky rock and a tricky start. Start 5m R of Pollux 

where the track meets the cliff.  Up just R of the ar-

ete to crack. Step R above this to flake. Finish up 

wall. John Chapman, Keith Egerton 1.11.76 

116. Arctic Explorer  25m 16 

Climb thin crack 3m R of Abseil Arete. Tricky moves 

up L over bulge to ledge. Straight up wall. Wayne Ma-

her, Pia Larque 8.6.08 

117. Abseil Crack  19m 5 

Initialled chimney-crack 9m R of Abseil Arete and 4m 

L of gully. Chris Baxter, John Moore, Phillip Stranger 27.11.65 

118. *Little Desert  19m 14 

Crack 1m R of Abseil Crack has a slopey crux.  Take a 

fist-sized cam. Peter Canning, Debbie Rossel, Peter Watling 

25.5.86 

Rosanna, 19.10.89, is a repeat of Little Desert. 

119. Remission  15m 18 

Take a selection of fist-size cams. Crack 4m around R 

from Little Desert, on LH side of the chasm. Chimney 

up behind major block (landmark) for 5m. Continue 

up crack. Chris Baxter, Tibor Janus 8.6.08 

Now across to the right-hand side of the chasm. 

120. The Gunk  24m 11 

Crack 20m R of the gully & about 10m across R of 

Abseil Crack. Jerry Grandage, Peter Keeble 7.1.68 

121. *Kerplunk  22m 17 

The undercut buttress and wall between The Gunk 

and The Skunk.  Start up the middle of the buttress 

then move R on steep terrain.  Up and back to the 

middle of the buttress.  Rap from rings. Peter Martin 

1985 

122. The Skunk  27m 11 

Deep crack 5m R of The Gunk. Rob Taylor, Jerry Grandage 

25.2.68 

123. The Punk  27m 12 

Deep chimney 2m R of The Skunk. Jerry Grandage, Rob 

Taylor 25.2.68 
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124. Sands Through the Hourglass  30m 18 

Start on the arête immediately R of The Punk and 

climb an undercut, thin crack. This goes straight up, 

then diagonally up R until it goes straight up again, 

this time as a steep V-crack. Sandy exit to ledge. 

Step L, then up steep groove. Mike Law, Chris Baxter 

10.2.08 

125. Epistemological Paradigm  30m 14 

The crack/weakness in the middle of the buttress R 

of The Punk. Diagonally R above overhang at two-

thirds height to finish up last 2m of Just Another A. I. 

R.. Jim Troedel, Kathleen Pleasants 2.4.95 

126. Just Another Anthropocentric Individu-

alist Rationalist  30m 16 

Dubious rock (and name) but good pro. The more 

subtle line 2m R of Epistemological Paradigm and 1m 

L of the arête. Graeme Smith, Melissa Hobson, Debbie Ng 

2.4.95 

127. A Passage Through Bowers  30m 15 

May be 17? Climbs Just Another A.I.R. for 6m, then 

traverses R around the arête to climb the prominent 

line up the L side of the Live Action wall. Melissa Hob-

son, Debbie Ng, Graeme Smith 2.4.95 

The route Right Over (grade 14), Peter Holmes and 

party, 22.1.96 is a repeat of EP or JAAIR. 

The route Gargoyles and Chicken Heads (grade 11, 

Peter Miles, John Handley, Colleen Ivatts 15.02.97) 

was described as: “Juggy face 9m R of The Skunk 

(1m R of last tree).” This inevitably overlaps with one 

or more of the previous 3 routes from 1995 and was 

probably 14 anyway, not 11. 
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North End 

Live Action Wall 

The next two routes climb Live Action Wall, which is 

the prominent orange wall you see just before the 

track reaches the cliff.  The undercut base is 

breached on the R, and is the crux for both routes.  

Descent can be made by traversing left along a 

ledge to the rap rings above Kerplunk, or heading 

across right to the descent gully as described for 

Primular. 

128. *Action Pact  25m 20 

Start up Live Action, continue up and L to base of R-

curving seam. Step L then up fingery orange/grey 

wall L of the seam (2m R of arete). Step R and up R 

side of orange face (2BR) to ledge. Wade Stevens, Mark 

Rewi 9.9.00 

129. *Live Action  30m 20 

Takes the attractive orange and grey wall with a dis-

tinctive R curving seam. Start just R of an overhang. 

Steeply up and L to a stance below the seam. Either 

move R then straight up centre of wall or (better) 

step up and L into seam. At top of seam, straight up. 
Glenn Tempest, Malcolm Matheson, Jim Thomas 11.82 

Addition Wall  
3m R of Live Action is a chimney; R of this is the 

Addition wall that has several good climbs - but 

not this next one.  Descend as for Primular. 

130. Keeping Abreast of Things  25m 17 

Crack in short east-facing R wall 5m R of Live Action. 

Was already vegetated on the FA, but now a large 

spiky wattle growing at 4m means you’d either need 

to be a masochist or carry a saw. Tibor Janus, Chris Baxter 

8.6.08 

131. *Sunday Exposé  25m 18 

Nice climbing up the arete just R of Keeping Abreast 

Of Things. Start 1m L of arête.  Up on rounded holds, 

move R onto the arete at 10m, then through a break 

and up the steep face R of arête. Greg Aimer, Christina 

Freestone 27.9.92 

132. Doorknob  25m 19 

Worthwhile. Good rock and pro. Start 1m R of arête 

(2m R of Sunday Exposé) and climb thin seam that 

veers slightly R to break near top. Step L, then up ex-

citing face. Mike Law, Chris Baxter 9.2.08 

133. *Doctor Pangloss  25m 19 

Start 5m R of Sunday Exposé at weakness (thin crack). 

Straight up flaky wall and thin crack. Veer R past BR 

until below smooth final wall. Hand traverse 3m L to 

reachy finish, 1m R of Sunday Exposé. Wade Stevens, 

NiNa Cullen 28.01.01 

Apathy Attack was incorrectly described in the 1991 

guidebook as possibly being a repeat of Addition 

and as being 20. 

134. Apathy Attack  25m 21 

Start at flakes 2.5m R of Doctor Pangloss. Continue 

up wall (BR) and finish up and R. Chris Baxter, Geoff 

Butcher 6.1.90 

135. *Addition  25m 19 

Vague line 11m R of Sunday Exposé, or 3m R of Apa-

thy Attack and 2m L of Leftover (the chimney). Peter 

Martin, Jared McCulloch 19.10.89 
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136. Leftover  24m 4 

Initialled chimney 2m R of Addition and 6m L of gully. 
Peter Jackson, Ted Batty 27.11.65 

The next buttress, surprisingly, contains no recorded 

routes.  Some of the rock looks sus.  Around to its R 

is a R-facing chimney: 

137. Pamular  30m 8 

Initialled, ‘old school’, and terrifying chimney 30m R 

of Leftover. Ted Batty, Peter Jackson 27.11.65 

138. Pamular Variant Start  16 

Crack R of original start direct to chimney. Peter Martin 

1986 

139. **Primular  28m 14 

Excellent protection up an inspiring corner.  Start at 

the (2nd) initial P just R of Pamular VS.  Up 3m trend-

ing R to stance, then up into corner.  Climbed by several 

VCC parties on 23.11.02 

A variant start to Primular can be climbed up the or-

ange wall between Pamular VS and Primular.  Origi-

nally written up as the Direct Start and FADU. 

140. *Born to be a Turkey  20m 19 

8m R of Primular is a pretty, orange wall above a 

block beside the track. This is the undercut L line on 

wall. I’m not sure where it goes at the roof; R and 

up? Rod Mackenzie, Craig Nottle early 80s 

141. The Price You Pay Direct  20m 24 

Wall 2m L of The Price You Pay at a FH. Up past the 

bolt then up R to original line. Glenn Tempest 10.12.89 

142. *The Price You Pay  20m 19 

7m R of Born to Be a Turkey, 2m R of the FH.  Com-

mitting moves up, then up wall above to break in 

roof. Craig Nottle, Rod Mackenzie early 80s 

The crack 1m R of The Price You Pay is a squeezed-

in unnamed ‘route’ that goes at about 16.  Veer R to 

easier ground, then steep exit.  FADU.  

143. Cop Out  25m 10 

Up wall 3m R of The Price You Pay, in the blackened 

rock between a juggy line on L and arete on R. Trav-

erse 3m L at second overhang to weakness, as for 

TPYP. Gary Schmitt, Matilda Schmitt 10.12.89 

144. That Thing With Max  18m 13 

Up the arête R of Cop Out, move R at the top to 

avoid second overhang. Protection is adequate 

though not really easy to find. Crux is the overhang 

at the top, careful of dodgy rock after you move R. 
Stephen Martin, Max Neve 28.12.02 

The next feature is the descent gully which is easily 

reached from most routes to its R and L.  A cairn 

marks the top which is a steep downclimb, although 

easier than it looks. 
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145. Total Control  23m 20 

Arete of pinnacle 5m R of Cop Out and opposite They 

Must've Done It, with overhang at two-thirds height, 
Graeme Smith, Bruce Somerfield 2.03.91 

146. Don't Sneeze  20m 21 

Brittle rock. From 4m up L wall of gully R of Total 

Control, go L almost to arête, then R to flake. Up and 

over bulge 2m R of arête. Peter Martin, Steve Jones 

14.11.91 

The next routes are on the R side of the gully. 

147. Realm of Shades  10m 17 

Face 2m L of two wide cracks just L of Murph Delivers 

the Goods. Martin Lama, Graeme Smith 24.2.91 

148. Murph Delivers the Goods  15m 17 

A run-out finish gets the juices flowing. About 6m L 

of the R arete of the wall, a flared crack heads diago-

nally up L, then back R. Step L from about 3m up R-

leading section and head up wall above. Chris Baxter, 

David Gairns, Stephen Hamilton 5.1.90 

149. Noises in the Night  18m 16 

Thin crack just R of Murph Delivers the Goods. David 

Gairns, Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton 5.1.90 

150. *They Must've Done It  20m 17 

Strenuous, despite big holds. Line just L of the R ar-

ete of the wall. Chris Baxter, David Gairns, Stephen Hamilton 

5.1.90 

Now back onto the face. 

151. New Front Ear  18m 8 

Juggy face 5m R of They Must’ve Done It. Chris Law-

rence, Geoff Butcher 10.12.89 

152. They've Been at It Again  22m 13 

Start 7m R of New Front Ear, on a sloping ledge 3m 

up, just R of the descent gully. L-leaning diagonal to 

small ledge, then over flake and up wall. Jack Lewis, 

Geoff Sutter 16.2.97 

153. It's Another Boy  20m 11 

Crack 1m R of They’ve Been At It Again to overhang at 

6m, then up easily. Jack Lewis, Geoff Sutter 16.2.97 

The description for the next route is/was vague, but 

I’m fairly sure this is in the right place. 

154. *Raindrops Keep Falling on my Head   

25m 17 

  Done in the pouring rain. Follow crack on wall R 

of It’s Another Boy, climb up R then change cracks 

and head back L. FADU 

155. Bold Front  20m 21 

Bold to start. A crashpad would be useful. Seam on 

blank wall 1m L of Annie’s Mistake. Straight up wall to 

join that route. Peter Martin, Julian Wilkes 14.11.91 

156. **Annie's Mistake  20m 18 

Make no mistake! Sustained, with great rock, holds 

and pro. The L-leading line just L of arête on smooth 

east-facing wall, 25m R of New Front Ear. 2xFHs to 

belay.  Walk off R to the descent track. Peter Martin, 

John Bullock, Annie Dignan 03.91  can add pic 

The north-east facing wall around R of Annie’s Mis-

take might have another route or two for you. 
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Lower Cliff 
There are some small outcrops on a lower tier 

which is easily accessed from the ascent path.  

When coming up the path from the road you pass 

a 4m boulder on your left then another on the 

right.  About 40m tbc further up the track an or-

ange wall can be seen about 35m over to the left 

and perhaps a cairn.  Go across the hill to the or-

ange wall, drop down around it and go across to 

the next buttress south which has some broken 

orange rock on its north side.  Drop down around 

that buttress and the next buttress about 20m 

further left has the following 3 routes. There is a 

shallow right-facing corner in the middle which is 

Spindrift. S37.18653 E142.47926 

Add topo – image added to Topos.  

1. Condemned to Live  16m 17 

Crack just L of corner at L end of lower cliff, L of West 

End Live. At 7m climb overhang and finish up block 

on R. Peter Stevens, Stephen Hamilton 3.12.89 

2. West End Live  23m 20 

Better than Spindrift. Up Spindrift to overhang, then 

over it and up corner to second overhang and over 

that. Stephen Hamilton, Peter Stevens 3.12.89 

3. Spindrift  21m 19 

This line is 20m L of the rotten yellow corner at the R 

end of the outcrop. 3m corner to overhang. Over 

this, then veer R. Mark Savage, Aidan Banfield, Chad Banfield 

15.4.89 

 

Upper Cliff 
not verified.  Seq 

1. The Proverbial  13m 7 

On top of main cliff. When looking from Car Park 

(feature on top of cliff) towards summit a block with 

a corner-crack is visible. From stance at top of cor-

ner, climb groove. John Moore, Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger 

27.11.65 
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Bundlethere 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 
not verified 

Such an obvious cliff must have been seen and 

passed by many times over the years – and proba-

bly will be in years to come. 

 Follow the Rosea Track from Bundaleer to-

wards Tower Hill for 450m, then head directly up 

to cliff on right (50m). 

This appears to be at -37.190139, 142.479326 

 

1. Dakher  10m 21 

Looks harder than it is. Excellent overhanging corner 

at right end of cliff. Stephen Hamilton, Matt Derby, Peter 

Woolford 5.3.95 

 

2. Bullets Under Bundaleer  25m 19 

Left-right girdle of the cliff. Start below and L of big 

off-width. Finish through roof at R end. Peter Woolford, 

Matt Derby, Stephen Hamilton 5.3.95 

 

3. We Need More Beer  13m 21 

Very steep with a ‘go for it’ crux. Directly through 

bulges and horizontal breaks from 1m L of Bullets 

Under Bundaleer. Peter Woolford, Stephen Hamilton 5.3.95
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Point 630 

      rating 
 

 15 minutes 15-25 minutes mostly S v. good marginal   

Three small and accessible out-

crops just a few minutes down 

the valley from Bundaleer.  

They’ve been rarely visited but 

should be more popular given an 

easy walk-in, and a south-facing 

aspect makes them a suitable 

summer venue.  Mobile service is 

non-existent unless you’re on 

top of, or near, the upper cliff. 

See directions to Bun-

daleer above. From Halls Gap, 

drive up the Mt Victory Road 

then Silverband Road to Rosea 

car park, then along Stony Creek 

road to the junction of Rosea 

Track and Stony Creek Rd.  Turn 

left here (0.0km), go down past 

Bundaleer car park (0.8km), past 

a gate (1.0km) then downhill to a 

creek ford at 1.9km.  (If road is closed at Bun-

daleer, walk from there: ten minutes further.) 

Shortly after the creek, turn right and pull into an 

old bush camp at S37.19585 E142.48018.  Some 

ground clearance is needed at the ford, but other-

wise the road is mostly 2WD friendly, although it 

can be rough near the gate. 

 From the bush camp, a rough track starts on 

the right through a break in the fence line. Follow 

this about 60m down to the creek with a rock-

pool.  Best to cross here, go about 30m down-

stream on the RH bank, then cross back left.  After 

about another 50m of light scrub, head right to 

meet the creek again 5m downstream of a distinct 

shelf of rock. Go 10-15m left (down) the creek bed 

then cross the creek again (S37.19576 

E142.47868) and follow cairns up an easy rocky 

band, diverging left to the Upper cliff when it 

comes into view.  S37.19533 E142.47727.  About 

15 minutes to here, another 10 minutes to get to 

the Lower Cliff. 

 The saddle at the RH end of the cliff has a dis-

tinctive 3m smooth roof, The Great Game is at 

the left end of this.  About 15m left of this, an 

open corner is Little Ripper.  

To get to the Middle Cliff, head down around the 

base of the upper cliff, go up a gully then follow 

cairns downhill and right (facing out) for about 

80m. S37.19601 E142.47641. 

The Lower Cliff is immediately below the Middle 

Cliff, head down the gully below and left from 

Elasto Girl. S37.19623 E142.47643.  Mosquitoes 

can be problematic here. 

There is possibly another outcrop 130m west of 

the Lower Cliff.  Crags are described west to east. 

Lower Cliff 
This small buttress has a handful of short routes 

on excellent rock.  South-facing except for First 

Route. Easy scramble down the back (right-hand 

side). 

1. *Bruschetta Buttress  12m 16 

Sustained and with fiddly pro. Up front of narrow 

buttress immediately L of corner at L end of cliff. 

Start on the R. Finish steeply up R. Wayne Maher, Chris 

Baxter, Pia Larque 9.9.07 

2. *Bosoms to Tuesday  12m 14 

Prominent R-facing corner 1m R of Bruschetta But-

tress. Excellent protection.  Finish up and L. Chris Bax-

ter, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 9.9.07 
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3. *Atmosfear  12m 18 

Originally written as ‘bold climbing’, there is gear on 

offer although hanging around to place it is another 

matter.  Up the steep wall 3m R of Bosoms To Tues-

day, starting up thin seam below the black bulge. 
Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter, Pia Larque 9.9.07 

4. Family Man  11m 15 

Steep climbing on rounded holds up line 2m R of At-

mosfear. Chris Baxter, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 9.9.07 

The seam 1m R of Family Man was led with aid, se-

conded free, on 28.12.07. 

5.  First Route  10m 10 

Grooves and line on E-facing wall at R end of cliff. Pia 

Larque, Wayne Maher 28.12.07 

Middle Cliff 

The original descriptions for the next two routes 

noted an abseil descent from the large ledge. It may 

be possible to descend from the following two 

routes by going across left and up to the top of the 

outcrop (and scramble off). Refer to the topo, but 

bear in mind this is unverified. 

Several new routes lurk left of the chimney. 

6. Moyston Mens' Club  12m 17 

Steep route up L side of arete, just R of chimney in 

middle of outcrop. Wayne Maher 12.5.07 

7. Elasto Girl  12m 14 

Cairned. Prominent groove 3m R of Moyston Men’s 

Club. At 5m, climb steeply up R side of groove, then 

back L and up groove. Wayne Maher, Kaitlyn Maher 12.5.07 
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Upper Cliff  
These routes mostly face east, the later routes 

north-east so are in sun until mid-afternoon. 

Descend via a gully on the western side (through a 

short cave). 

8. Time and Motion  14m 14 

Up featured face 3m L of Little Ripper, veering 

slightly R. Chris Baxter, Wayne Maher 8.9.07 

9. Time and Tide  14m 14 

Start up L side of block at base of Little Ripper. Up 

this, step L and straight up the arete. Chris Baxter, 

Wayne Maher 8.9.07 

10. *Little Ripper  14m 14 

Prominent R-facing corner-crack above pile of loose 

blocks 15m L of Seam Stress. When it peters out be-

low overhangs, make committing moves R across 

wall to arete, then up short wide crack. Scramble off 

left (perhaps belayed). Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter, Kaitlyn 

Maher 12.5.07 

11. Bridg Ette  14m 13 

Up Little Ripper until it is possible to traverse R wall 

to arete. Up. Peter Cunningham, Glen Donohue, Pia Larque, 

Wayne Maher 28.12.07 

12. *Seam Stress  15m 19 

Superb and very sustained face-climbing. Note: BRs 

have small heads and require PFH angled brackets 

(with ribbed sides), or a retrobolting. Up Binnowee 

Breakfast for 3m, then up prominent L-leaning diag-

onal seam (two BRs), initially on its R side. Wayne Ma-

her, Chris Baxter, Pia Larque 18.11.07 

13. Binnowee Breakfast  15m 13 

Start on L side of buttress immediately L of The Great 

Game (L of roof). Up steeply for 3m, then R to prow 

of buttress; now straight up. Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter 

8.9.07 

14. Nocturnal Emissions  15m 13 

Starting L of the arete, swing steeply up R to join line 

1m L of The Great Game just above its undercut start. 

Above, go up buttress between TGG and Binnowee 

Breakfast. Chris Baxter, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 18.11.07 

15. The Great Game  15m 15 

Tricky start up short, R-facing corner at L end of the-

roof at the R end of cliff. Continue up line above. 
Chris Baxter, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 18.11.07 

16. Brown Girl  10m 18 

Thin.  Wall of descent route around R of overhang at 

R end of cliff. Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter, Pia Larque 18.11.07 
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Tower Hill 

      rating 
 

 20 minutes 11 minutes all directions excellent one bar   

Once popular according to ancient guides, Tower 

Hill is seldom visited these days due to a lack of 

information and the seasonal closure of the gate 

just past Bundaleer, which adds considerably to 

the walk in.  Exposed, so go somewhere else if it’s 

windy.  The rock is sound, but gritty from un-

deruse. 

The first recorded ascent of the peak was in July 

1963 by John Bechervaise and a school group 

which included Chris Baxter. 

Mobile service is OK on the northern side, non-ex-

istent otherwise. 

 From the junction of Stony Creek Rd and 

Rosea Track (0.0km), turn L and go downhill past 

Bundaleer’s car park (0.8km), through the gate to 

a ford at 1.9km, then ascend to a car park at the 

saddle at 2.6km (S37.20061 E142.47855).  The 

road underwent maintenance in early 2020 and 

was then in good condition, but still 4WD. 

 From the car park, follow a mostly well-defined 

foot track (signposted) heading west. 

There are four separate climbing areas, described 

in the order they are approached. 

For the Eastern outcrop, these are visible ahead 

as you ascend a small hill about 90m from the car 

park. To reach them, continue along the track 

from the hill until it ascends the slope on the right 

(about another 100m), then sidle left (cairned) to 

the cliff. S37.20040 E142.47657 

To reach the obscure area labelled Mushroom 

Wall, continue on the track which ascends around 

the northern slopes of the hill.  The track rises 

then detours through some boulders. About 40m 

further you will reach a low point on this section 

of track.  About 20m further (S37.19936 

E142.47490), you will see both main pinnacles up 

the hill to your left, and a small outcrop is visible 

about 30m downhill to your right.  Walk down and 

around this. S37.19879 E142.47473 (see photo). 

For the Lower Tier, continue on the track until it 

rises more steeply and meets an 8m rock wall.  

The climbs here are along this wall to the left of 
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the track.  The 2m roof of Long Tall Sally is a 

landmark. S37.19971 E142.47431 

The main cliff (tower) is reached by continuing up 

the track another 35m and scramble up onto its 

west side. S37.19993 E142.47397. 

Descent: chains above Exam Crack.  If climbing to 

the very top of the towers (routes 11-15) you may 

need to reverse the last few metres of Invictus to 

regain the main ledge. 

Eastern Outcrop 

1. Genitalia Neurosis  16m 17 

Steep start. Hand-crack through overhang 4m L of 

Tongue In Ya Ear.  Traverse R below second over-

hang, around arete and finish up TIYE.  Gavin Dunmall 

30.12.90 

There’s a possible alternative finish, left of the roof. 

2. Tongue in Ya Ear  13m 13 

E-facing wall 15m down L of Sickling 

to ‘tongue’ in crack at 5m.  Up and L 

to finishing crack.  Gavin Dunmall, Helen 

Barbin, Russell Hawkins late 1990 or early 

1991 

3. Sickling  10m 16 

When you first reach the cliff , on the 

L is a R-curving sickle near a corner.  

Juggy face, hand-crack through over-

hang, then sickle.  Gavin Dunmall, Helen 

Barbin, Russell Hawkins 10.3.91 

Mushroom Wall 

4. Stand in Line  13m 12 

The undercut crack at the L end of 

the wall. Gavin Dunmall, Danny Molica 

30.12.90 

Lower Tier 

5. The Grope  15m 16 

This climb is on the E wall of the out-

crop, L and up from Long Tall Sally. 

Orange wall 3m L of arete, overhang, 

crack (with bush).  Gavin Dunmall, Danny 

Molica 30.12.90 

6. *Long Tall Sally  20m 25 

Arête 2m L of Dihedral Dork to roof. 

Large cam in horizontal at lip. 

Through roof.  Oomph. Peter Woolford, 

Matt Derby, Stephen Hamilton 2.4.95 

7. Dihedral Dork  16m 15 

V-corner to overhang with large, fragile tongue.  

Step L, crack.  Gavin Dunmall, Simon somebody 29.12.90 

8. *Slopesville, Arizona  14m 10 

Wall 3m R of Dihedral Dork, on L wall of gully.  Gavin 

Dunmall, Helen Barbin, Andrew McLean, Ruth Perkins 3.1.91 
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The Tower 

 Routes are reasonably OK to find once you 

have a reference point.  The track meets the cliff 

at the toe of the buttress, with an often-green 

crack and flake above.  This is Itim/Itimized.  Head 

left here and scramble up through boulders (fur-

ther left is better) to reach the base of Invictus 

which faces NNE.  See topo on next page/ 

From there, go further around left and the face of 

Stryletzia is visible with two rusty hangers.  Jug 

Wall is further down the east face, behind a boul-

der.  Chic to Chic is just around the corner but 

better accessed from the other direction. 

Starting from the south-east corner and working 

left: 

9. Jug Wall  11m 8 

Initialled.  Starts in a notch between the wall and a 

boulder, with views south to Eastern Wall.  Wall 3m L 

of Blood Crack. Ted Batty, Peter Jackson 28.11.65 

10. Blood Crack  8m 9 

Landmark. Deep undercut crack 3m L of Stryletzia. 
Chris Baxter, John Moore, Phillip Stranger 28.11.65 

The next two routes rely on some very old and rusty 

fixed hangers, no doubt produced by Claw Iron-

works last century.  I wouldn’t. 

11. Heupermyster Steps Left  16m 20 

Clip first BR on Stryletzia, then step L to pull through 

break in bulge (crux). Directly up L side of arête 

above (tricky finish). Marthils Heuperman 22.4.95 

12. *Stryletzia  15m 22 

The classic of the crag, however the old rusty hang-

ers are not to be trusted. Crack 3m L of Aspidistra. 

Wall above (two BRs). Mike Law, Chris Baxter, Venus Kondos 

19.4.92 
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13. *Aspidistra  15m 13 

Good wall-climbing. Arete R of Stryletzia (3m L 

of Invictus). Finish boldly up headwall direct. Ted 

Batty, Peter Jackson 28.11.65 

These next two routes are on the north-east 

side: 

14. Invictus  12m 6 

A scramble to the summit. As you scramble up 

toward the saddle on the east side of the tower, 

there’s a steep undercut crack on your R.  Climb 

wall L of this, then move R to crack. Up. John 

Moore, Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger 28.11.65 

15. Black Tower Special  15m 19 

Intimidating.  A hard move to get started, then 

fair pro. Start at undercut buttress 3m R of 

Invictus.  Step R under overhang onto arete.  

Straight up to finish direct over overhang to 

summit. Mike Law, Chris Baxter, Venus Kondos 19.4.92 

16. Pedestal Crack  18m 11 

Looks full value for the grade. Deep undercut 

crack down R of Invictus (R of the main N-facing 

prow). John Moore, Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger 28.11.65 

17. Flying Low  18m 7 

Up pocketed face 3m R of Pedestal Crack. Above 

flake go L and up slab. John Fisher, Heather Phillips 3.12.83 

18. Itimized  15m 16 

Climb Itim to niche, then continue up overhanging 

line. Philip McMillan, Randy Boyce, Richard McGarvie 19.5.79 

19. Itim  19m 7 

Crack 2m R of Flying Low. Traverse 3m R from niche 

at 6m. Up R side of flake. Rob Taylor (seconds unknown) 

03.67 

20. Miti  13m 8 

Wall 5m R of ltim, finishing just R of flake. Rob Taylor 

(seconds unknown) 03.67 

21. Girl Talk  13m 14 

Nice, balancy climbing up face between Miti and 

Bechervaise's Route. Finish at terrace. Chris Baxter, Sue 

Baxter, Sophie Brown, Sarah Wallace 9.4.89 

22. Bechervaise Route  13m 5 

The first ascent of Tower Hill. Crack 5m R of Miti. John 

Bechervaise, Chris Baxter, Mike Dexter, Tim Squire-Wilson 07.63 

This next route, curiously, has a faded initial ‘B’, but I 

doubt it is Bechervaise Route based on the original 

descriptions.  I could be wrong.  recheck  

23. Exam Crack  14m 9 

Reinvigorates the dying arts of jamming and chim-

neying.  Corner-crack R of Bechervaise Route, leading 

into the chimney.  An XL cam is useful, although 

there’s also 3cm pocket on the arete that takes a 

cam. Chris Baxter, John Moore, Phillip Stranger 28.11.65 

24. Ravenscrux  12m 20 

Insecure and poorly protected. Hard start over bulge 

2m R of Exam Crack (no pro). From ledge, start up 

seam on R side of face, then step L and climb twin 

‘cracks’. Mike Law, Chris Baxter, Venus Kondos 19.4.92. A top-

rope ascent of the RH side of this wall was made by Ian Ra-

venscroft in the mid-80s. 

25. *Buttock Traveller  10m 19 

Attractive W-facing arête between Ravenscrux and 

Chic To Chic. Start on steep wall L of the arete. Me-

dium-large cam in break. Mike Law, Chris Baxter 19.4.92 

26. *Chic to Chic  15m 19 

Elegant - the best route on the crag. Start up Buttock 

Traveller then up and R, following flake. Step R to fi-
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nal groove. Take care with the pro.  Kieran Loughran, Fe-

licity Rousseau 3.03.84 

27. Rolf Baldwin's Climb  10m 15 

Steep arête R of Chic To Chic. Medium to large cams 

can be placed in breaks. Chris Baxter, Mike Law 19.4.92 

 
The following final route is downhill from Miti, be-

neath the ledge you’re standing on when you’re 

looking at the west face of the tower.  Head down 

to the right from the start of Itim.  There are two 

cracks up the wall in front of a 3m high leaning 

boulder, I assume this route takes the right-hand 

crack. 

28. Facial Expressions  15m 20 

A rarely-seen buttress. Crack in undercut buttress 

leading to cave, then 4m L and through roof to wide 

crack. Jason Mortimore, Ashley Graham 30.10.94 
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Calectasia Walls 

      rating 
 

 20 minutes 40-50 minutes south-east excellent none   

 
Those looking for some serenity would be hard 

pressed to find a better locale than Calectasia 

Walls.  It’s quite possible these routes have not 

seen any repeats.  Only two routes recorded but 

more potential on excellent quality grey rock.  The 

walk is longer than most but pleasant, on reason-

able and well-marked tracks.   

 As for Tower Hill. 

As for Tower Hill, follow the walking track 

around the north side towards the Lower Tier. Be-

fore the track rises more steeply, turn off right on 

a side-track (at S37.19938 E142.47460) which de-

scends from the western end (see main topo of 

Tower Hill).  See photo below.  add arrow. 

The track, well cairned and with some tape mark-

ers, heads roughly west and downhill.  Bear right 

at any uncertainty.  The track drops down to Mt 

Rosea Creek (S37.19551 E142.46844), follows its 

south bank for about 60m then rises again to 

reach the top part of Calectasia Falls. From here 

there are two options: either head another 50m 

down towards the lower, more spectacular part of 

the falls and step across the stream at a very nar-

row slot.  Head right from here then up steeply 

(some cairns) to reach the Northern Buttress. 

S37.19520 E142.46644. Alternatively cross about 

20m upstream from the upper falls and sidle up 

and left to the buttress.  

The Northern Buttress is denoted by a prominent 

east-facing arete with a head-height roof at the 

corner and another roof on the right of the arete, 

5-6m up. The Left buttress is furthest from the 

falls, about 150m south-west, and has a large 

right-facing corner capped by a roof.  There’s 

some potential for additional routes, plus more 

unexplored rock further south (left) to inspire you. 

Left Buttress 

1. *Staphylococcus in My Boots  35m 18 

Quite good. Cracks at R end of third buttress. Trav-

erse L in break at 10m. Up grooves just before big 

corner. L around final roof. Melanie McIntosh, James McIn-

tosh 11.4.90 

Northern Buttress 

2. Roma  30m 20 

Climb crack on L side of first buttress through a 

small roof @12m until it ends. Traverse R and up 

middle arete. James McIntosh, Melanie McIntosh 11.4.90 

 

 


